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ABSTRACT
Forces are exerted on a centrifugal pump impeller. due to
the asymmetry of the flow caused by the volute or diffuser. and
to the motion of the center of the impeller whenever the shaft
whirls. Recent work in the measuremeni of these forces. as a
function of the whirl speed to shaft speed ratio, and the
influence of the volute, is reviewed. These forces may be
decomposed into a steady force, a static stiffness matrix. a
damping matrix and an inertia matrix. It is shown that for
centrifugal pumps of the moderate specific speed typical of
boiler feed stages, there is a region of potential shaft vibration
excitation from the hydrodynamic forces if the operating speed
is well above the first flexural critical speed.
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INTRODUCTION
The need for more powerful, more efficient and more
reliable turbomachines has grown substantially i6'the past decade. As a result. a great deal of effort is being devoted to solving
increasingly complex design and manufacturing problems. One
such problem is a self-excited rotor vibration phenomenon
widely known now as rotor whirl. The research work described
herein is an experimental investigation of rotor whirl related
instabilities in centrifugal flow pumps. This investigation is part
of an on-going program that started in 1977 at the California
Institute of Technoloqy, under the sponsorship of NASA, in
conjunction with the -development o i the spade Shuttle Main
Engine (SSME).A recent article by Ehric and Childs (11 provides excellent background information on the subject of rotor
whirl in general. As far as the present research is concerned.
detailed descriptions of the test program. the experimental
setup and the preliminary findings of the investigation exist
elsewhere in the literature [2.3.4,5.6.7]. References [4] and [7]
are especially recommended. Contributions from other sources
are also noted in the literature I8.9.10.11.12.13.14]. More
recent experimental test results are reported herein. A discusof the measured hydrodynamic stiffness. dampsion is
ing and inertia coefficients and their relation to the various
impeller and volute or diffu-ias
arid to the wide range
of flow conditions. Finally. an example which illustrates the
practical use of these rotordynamic coefficients is provided.

All six components of {F) are sensed by a rotating dynamometer. strategically placed between the impeller and th.
drive shaft to avoid any drive system noise and unwante
forces. By design. both the shaft and the dynamometer could b~
considered infinitely rigid for the purpose of these measurements. Since whirl is usually associared with the lateral deflection of the rotor. only two of vector {F) components will be
discussed. namely. the two lateral hydrodynamic forces F, and
F, acting at the impeller center. in a plane perpendicular to the
machine axis of rotation. Referring to Figure 1. these forces can
be written in the form:

where x and y represent the coordinates of the impeller center
measured from the center of the volute 0. In both this equation
and all the equations and results which follow. dimensionless
quantities are used. The linear form of equation (1)assumes
small offsets x and y as allowed by the choice of E. At the
present time little is known of the possible non-linear effects.

EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVE
When introducing a new turbomachine design. engineers
generally agree that model testing is the only sure way to predict
the dynamic behavior. especially for operation ofi-design. If
done for every new product. this can prove to be very costly.
However. the lack of theoretical data leaves very little choice to
the designer. Empiricism, intuition. and past practical experience are usually brought into play. Another alternative is to
conduct a limited. but very carefully seiected. set of experiments. in which key parameters am varied and tested in a
systematic fashion. Results of such tests can be extended to a
much larger class of machines and operating conditions, by the
use of simple scaling (similarity) laws. This was the approach
chosen in ?he current experirnentai work. The objective herein
is to provide designers of centrifugal flow pumps with a deeper
understanding of the role of hydrodynamic impellervolute diffuser interactions in the excitation or damping of rotor
whirl. From a rotordynamics point of view. this means providing
impeller-volute.diffuser hydrodynamic stiffness. damping and
inertia coefficients to be used in determining the critical speeds
and the Onset Speed of Instability (OSI).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
To measure these rotordynamic coefficients. it was decided
to perform what amounts to a set of forced vibration tests. The
rotor oi a centrifugal pump is forced into a whirling motion in
which the impeller center is made to follow a circular orbit. at a
constant angular rate R, while the impeller axis remains parallel
to the pump centerline. This takes place in addition to and
independently of the normal impeller rotation at the constant
angular rate w. The whirl orbit cenior coincides with the volute
or diffuser geometric center 0 (Figure 1).The orbit radius E is
constant and its value of 1.3 mm was carefully chosen: too large
an E would void the assumption of small perturbations: too
small an E would result in forces not large enough to be
measured accuraicly. The word "forces' here refers to the
components of the generalized hydrodynamic force vector {F)
acting on the impeller as it undergoes simultaneous whirl and
rotation.

\

CUTWATER

WHIRL CIRCULAR
ORBIT

Figure I . Schematic Diagram Representing the Lilteral Forces in
the Rotating Dynamometer Fmme (FI.F;I).in the Stationary
Volute Frame (F,.F,I and in the Local Polar Coordinate Frame
(Fs.FTJ.
When x and y are fixed in time. F, and F, represent the
steady lateral forces. and can be viewed as the sum of two
forces: a fixed force (F,, and F, would be only forces present.
should the impeller center coinc~dewith the volute center, i.e..
x=y=O) and a quantity proportional to :hc d:splacement.
which represents a static fluid "stiffness" effect These two
quantities have been the subject of previous reports [3.4.5.6].
Herein, the analysis and experiments for the case of non-zero
whirl velocity. in which x and y are harmonic functions of time.
(x= x(t)= E cos Rt r2, y = y(t) = E sin flt r?). will be discussed.
Damping and inertia effects are assoc~atedwith the harmonic
velocities and accelerations i.y. ii. F of the impeller center. In
this case. equation (1)can be generalized to the form:
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h e second quantity on the right hand side of Equation (2)
represents the unsteady forces resulting from the combined
motions of the impeller. Notice that what was a pure force
matrix [A] in equation (1)is now a 'generalized" force matrix
[A(Rlw)].Indeed, the primary purpose of the unsteady measurements was to establish the functional form of this matrix
when R:w is varied. However. the matrices required for input
into most rotordynamic analyses are the stiffness [K]. damping
[C], and inertial [MI,matrices defined by the dimensionless
matrix equation:

It follows. by cdmparing the definitions (2) and (3). that

A,=

M,,

f12 - Cxs;
fl - K,
w2

(4)
fhe identities (4) suggested the fo\\owing data acquisition and
reduction procedure: for each impeller-volute~diffuser
combination. pump speed u and flow coefficient 4. a set of force
measurements was taken varying only the whirl velocity R.
These measurements were processed. resulting in a set of
Seneratied stiffness matrices. one for each value of R'w.
At this point it should be observed that Equation (3)makes
the a priori assumption that the elements A,, of the matrix
[A(R!w)] vary quadratically with NO,.
In the absence of any
hndarnenta~reason supporting this assumption. it was decided
to report the measured values of these elements in the form of
mves of A , versus N w . The elements of [MI,
[Cl, and [KI are
eshated from these curves. using least squales quadratic fits.

EST MATRIX
Tearnent of Tare Forces
Three primary sources of ;are forces were identified:
(a) gravitational and pure mass inertial loads on the mtor
(b) the buoyancy force on the submerged impeller and
dynamometer
C) parasitic hydrodynamic forces on the external surfaces
of the submerged dynamometer.
F ~(a) were
~ removed
e ~ by subtracting the forces measured in
a
WI, where the impeller was operated in air. from the
bx@measured in a "wet' run. where the same impeller was
OPfrared in water at the same speeds R and w . Thus. each dam
Point was determined from the results of two separate tests.
Provision was also made in the software to subtract out
f o ~ (b)
e which is simply equal to the weight of the dry rotor.
mrnus that of the submerged rotor (as measured by the dy"arn~meterwhen the rotor was still). A recent moliflcation of
the hardware {enlargement of the gap surrounding the dynamometer shield) made it possible to neglect forces (c) Indeed, these f o ~ =now represent less than three percent of the

impeller forces. Before this modification, parasitic forces were as
high as 10 percent of the impeller forces. It was then necessary
to subtract these parasitic forces. This required performing two
additional runs for each eventual data pint: a wet run without
impeller and a dry run without impeller.
Subsequent to this and other minor hardware modifications. a complete recalibration of the dynamometer took place
and all the previous measurements were repeated. The present data include results from these reruns for the sake of
completeness.

To date, over 75 sets of measurements have beer, made. In
each of these sets fl was varted while w and 4 were held
rnnstant. This brings the total of individual test runs to over
900. Altogether three impellers (one five-bladed (Impeller X),
one SIX-bladed(Impeller Y) a r d a solid dummy (Impeller S))
and seven volute,diffuser volutes (Volutes A and D, Diffuser
Volutes E. E G and H: and N. referring to the absence of any
volute) were tested under various combinations of pump
speeds (500.1000.1500. and 2000 rpm) and flow coefficients
(b=O (shutoff), 0.03. 0.06, 0.092 (design 4 for Impeller XI.
0.110. and b = dm,, (throttle full open).
Appendix A gives a summary of the characteristics of the
various volutesldiffusers and the different impellers. All tests
were conducted using the same impeller face seal clearance of
0.13 mm.
As a precautionary measure to limit the inertial loads and
mechanical vibrations on the rotor assembly. the maximum
whirl speed was kept at 1200 rpm. The following ranges for the
value of fLo resulted.
(a) - 0 . 6 ~ R j w s 0 . 6for 2000 rpm pump speed
(b) 0 . 7 d h ~ 0 . 8tor 1500 rpm pump speed
(c)
0 . 9 s R ~ w ~ l for
. l 1000 rpm pump speed
(d) - 2.0&,ws2.0 for 500 rpm pump speed
The negative sign in the inequalities refers to the negaiive whirl
directions. Thus. both subsynchronous and supersynchronous
wh~rlmotions were explored in both directions.

-

TEST RESULTS
Data such as the average lateral forces (F,, F,,). the steady
and unsteady thrust, torque and bending moments and the
hydraulic performance curves (rlr(b))will be presented in later
reports. The measured hydrodynamic force matrices [AfR~'w)l
:25li!t arz przsenied hsrzin. Cata on these matrices can be
presented in any one of three formats:
(a) graphs of the individual elements of [AtRlw)] as a
function of Qlw.
(b) graphs of the average normal and tangential forces IFN
and FT) given by:

(c) tables of stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients
obtained from second order least squares fits as defined in
Equations (3) and (4).
The first format has the advantage af reporting the data in
their raw and complete form, but is not always convenient to
work with. Typical results from a sample case are shown in
Figure 2. using this format. The measurements were made using
the combination Volute A!Impeller X, which was tested more
ester~sivelythan any other combination. Volute A was designed
to match Impeller X at its shock-free entry condition with a flow
coefficient & = 0.092. The elements of [A(i2iu!lobtained when
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this combination was tested at the design flow coefficient. with
the pump running at 1000 rpm and the impeller face seal
clearance set at 0.13 mm. are shown in Figure 2. plotted against
1 J (or Riw. equivalently. see NOMENCLATURE).
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Figure 3. The Dimensionless Average Normal and Tanger?tial
Forces. FN.F7.Corresponding to Figure 2.

Figure 2. The EIernents of the Hydrodynamic Force Motrix. [A].
as a Funcrion of 121w. for the Volute A irn~ellerX Combiriation
ar 1000 R P M - U the
~ ~ Impeller X ~ & i ~Flow
n Co~jfiicient
&I = 0.092.
Examination of these graph shows that matrix [A(R,w)]
has almost equal diagonal terms and off-diagonal terms which
are almost equal, but of opposite sign. This skew-symmetric
form of the hydrodynamic matrix is remarkable since there is no
known fundamenta1 reason why this should be the case. This
form has often been assumed but this is the first confirmation of
which the authors are aware. Also. this form of the matrix
makes the (FN.FT)format very convenient. The values of FN
and FT corresponding to Figure 2 are shown in figure 3. The
graphs in Figure 3 carry the same information as those in Figure
2, but in a much more synoptic form. From here on graphic
representation of all test results will be confined to the (FnFT)
format.
Several general features of these results should be emphasized Considering FN, note that the hydrodynamic force
was almost always in the radially outward direction. At zero
whirl frequency, it had a positive value which is in close
agreement with the results of Chamieh. et al. 13.4.51. This
corresponds to a negative stiffness at zero whirl speed. The sign
of the tangential force. FT,is such as to produce a rotordynamically stabilizing effect at negative whirl speeds and for the larger
positive whirl speeds. However. it is important to note that there
was a region of positive whirl speeds between zero and
R w = 0.25-0.5 in which the tangential force is destabilizing
rotordynamically.

Effect of Pump Speed
Conventional scaling of forces in pumps imply that data
obtained when varying only the pump speed should be identical when plotted in the appropriate dimensionless form. This
is indeed the case for both FN and FT (for both design and
off design flow conditions). when the present nondimensionalizarion is used. as is demonstrated in Figures 4
and 5.
Effect of Flow Coefficient
The dependence of the hydrodynamic forces on the flow
coefficient is illustrated in Figure 6 for the 1000 rpm pump
speed. The data shown were obtained with a dizuser volute.
diffuser Volute E and Impeller X. Both F N and FT show a clear
dependence on the value of & throughout the whirl speed
range. Of particular interest. however. is the shift in the value
Q/w at which FT changes sign. At shutoff (6= 0). this value was
negative (Qiw = - 0.2). indicating a whirl stabilizing tangentla1
force for all speed ratios. As 6 is increased to 0.060, the sign
change occurred in the positive whirl region and at a much
higher speed ratio ( W o = 0.5). Accordingly. FT had a destablizing effectin the positive subsynchronous whirl region between
R/w= O and R i w = 0.5. However. as d, was increased even
further, an interesting reduction in the crltical value of I!w was
evident-at and above design (6=0.092 and d = dm,,) the
destablizing effectwas confined to the region 0 9 0 ~ ~ 0 . 3 .
Further study of these curves revealed interesting information concerning the curvature of the graph of the average
tangential force. At shutoff. this curvature uridergoes several
changes (from positive, to negative. to positive again). As the
flow coefficient is increased. these changes become less pro-

+
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Figure 5. The Average Normal and Tangential Forces for Volute A Impeller X at Below Design Flow Coefficient (& 0.060) and Four
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Figure 6. The Average Normal and Tingentla1 Forces for Volute E,Vmpeller X at 1000 RPM Pump Speed and Four Different Flow -Coefficients: cb = 0, 0.060, 0.092 and 0.145.
nounced, ending in a uniform positive curvature at maximum
flow.

To better illustrate the evolution of the curvature with
"Creasing flowcoefficients,two additional sets of measurements

were taken at selected intermediate values of cb.(d~=0.030 and
0.1101. The cawsponding FTcurves are presented separately in
Figure 7 (for darity). Particularly noteworthy is the fact that, at
+=0.030,FT changed sign twice in the positive whirl speed
%3mn: first. doping upward at around Ciiw = 0.05, then downward at around N w = 0.2.

Effects of Volute Geometry
Effects of the volute geometry are presented in Figures 8
and 9. In Figure 8, comparison is made between the results
obtained when Impeller X was operated inside Volute A. and
when the same impeller was operated inside the pump casing
(without any volute-crudely approximating the case where the
impeller is whirling in an infinite media). One clearly observes a
much simnger interaction due to the presence of a volute,
resulting in a much wider destabling region ( O s f l i c ~ 4 . 6
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Figure 7. The Auerage Tangential Force for Volute EJlmpellerXat 1000 RPM Pump Speed and Two Fiow Coefficients: h = 0.030 ano'
b=0.110.
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compared to 0 = ~ R ! ' w ~ 0with
. 4 no volute). On the other hand,
the presence of diffuser guide vanes (or their number or orientation) appeared to have little effect on FN and FT (Figure 9). Data
in this figure were obtained with the same diffuser volute.
Diffuser Volute D was first tested with no vanes (D-0).then with
two different sets of six vanes at two different angles (D-F6 and
D-G6). and finally with a set of 12 vanes (D-H12). Detailed
information on the impellers and volutes utilized in this testing is
presented in APPENDIX A.
Eflect of lrnpelier Geometry
Although Iinpeller X and Impeller Y have a different number oi vanes [five for X and six for Y).their hydraulic character-

istics are quite similar. It is therefore not a great surprise that the
forces measured on these two impellers had very much the
same magnitude and phase. This is demonstrated in Figure 10,
where the pump speed was 1000 lym and the flow coefficient
was kept at the Impeller X design value (0.092).
Presently. skin friction and leakage flow throuylr the impeller face seals are being investigated. Preliminary measurement
results are presented in Figure 11. The comparison here is
between the forces measured on Impeller X and those measured on a consolidated dummy {Impeller S, duplicating the
exterior geometry of Impeller X ) . Both measurements were
made at shutoff (4 = 0).with the pump running at 1000 rpm. A
noticeable difference can be observed in both FN and FT
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Table I. Imgeller Rotordynamics Coefficient.
Rotordynamic Matrices
As mentioned earlier, rorordynamicists much prefer the
[Kl-[CI-[MI
format. Dimensionless values of the elements of the
[K],[C]and [MI matrices obtained from second order least
squares fits to the elements of [A(R/wl]
are presented in Table 1.
It is clear from Figures 6 and 7 that the curvature of the graph of
the average tangential force. FT, is small and somewhat uncertain below the design flowmte. This resdts in appreciable
departures from the pure quadratic behavior and, hence. discrepancies in the off-diagonal terms of some of the inertia
mauices, !MI.On (fie other hand, the eiements of the stifiness
matrices, [K],
are in good agreement wlth the measurements of
Chamieh. et al. [3.4.51. Selected values from Table 1are used in
the rotordynamic analysis of the SSME High Pressure Oxygen
Turbopump (HPOTF'). This analysis was carried out by Childs
and Moyer and is appended herem.

P

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Measurements of the cvrnplete hydrodqtnamic force rnatnces were presented for various impeller-volute~diffusergeometries and various pump operating conditions. The common
assumption of skew-symmetry for these matrices is justified.
Conventional scaling of forces with pump speed was perfectly
demonstrated. The results obtained at and above design flow
conditions closely support tile commonly used quadratic variation with whirl frequency. As expected, the rotordynamic coefficients are very sens1:ive to the value of the flow coeffic~ent.
especially below des~gncond~tions.On the other hand. the
presence. number. or orientation of diffuser guides have surprisingly little effect on the results.

-'

.
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As for the effect of the impeller geometry, a definite
conclusion should not be made until impellen with more dissimilar characteristics am tested. TQ this end, the pump inlet
setrion wil't be modified to accormodate be HPOV inducer!
impeller which will be tested in the near future. Also, leakage
flow and prelirnil~arycavitation t a t s are underway.
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dimmsionless hydrodynamic force mark
hydrodynamic damping matrix as defined by Equation
(31
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values of F, and F, when impeller axis remains coincident with the origin of the [X.Y)
cuordinsle system
components of lateral force on impeller normal to and
rangential to the whirl orbit, non-dimensionalized by
p z r L 2 ~ 2 b averaged
2~.
over one rzrbit
values of FsFT averaged over one orbit
integers such that ,rl = IwiJ
hydrodynamic stiffness matrix as defined by Equatior.
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(3)
hydrodynamic inertia matrix as defined by Equatian
(31
pump rpm = 6 0 d n
impeller discharge radius
time
fixed laboratory reference frame
instantaneous coordinates of Impeller center in fixed
labumtory reference frame (X.Y). non-dimenwonalized
by r2
first and second time derivatives of impeller position,
nun-dimensionalized using the distance ra and the time
m-l

radius of circular whirl orbkt
der.sfty of water
pump flow coefficient based un impeller discharge area
and tip speed
p m p total head coeificient, total nead rise divided by
prZ2w2
radlan frequency of pump shaft rotation
radian frequency of whirl motion = IwiJ
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IMPELLER ROTORDYNAMICMODEL

Engineers may well be curious as to the influence of the
fmpeh-diffuserforces on the rotordynamic characteristicsof an
Pece of turbomachinery. As a partid answer to this
W'nt some ca!culated results are presented for the HPOTP
Pressure Oxygen Turbopump) of the SSME (Space ShutEngine). The rotating assembly for this unit is illustrated
in Figup A-1. The high operating speed range of 20,90050380Vm and the relatively high specific gravity of liquid
(1.137) are obviously not typical of commercial equiphowever. the results do shuw the very significant influence of the impeller rotordynamic coefficient.

The Cal-Tech data presented in Table 1 defines the following constant-coefficientface-displacement model
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However. an inspection of the data in this table shows that the
matrices are approximately symmetric: hence, for the results
presented here, the following simplified model is used

dynamics model for the rotor and the housing. For linejv
analysis, the bearings were modelled as linear springs. Liqui
seals at the boost impeller were rnodeiled according to Equati~,
(A-2) using the anaiysis procedure of iA-31. Gas seals In the

9

-

Figure A.1

HPOTP Rotating Assernbiy.

The dimensional enMes of (A.2) are related to the nondimensional entries of Table 1 as follows

-
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- M&)

C112
C1/2
where * denotes the nondimensional entries of Table 1.
Further,

CI= P'iib2p22
p = fluid density
r2 = impeller discharge radius
bZ = impeller discharge width.
f o r the main impeller of the HPOTP. r2=85 mm. and
b2 =25.4 mm. while for the boost ~rnpeller.r2 = 66 mm. and
bZ=6.9 mm. The flu~ddensity for both impellers is approximately 1100 kgim3.
Most computer codes in use today for pump rotordynamics
analysis d o not account for the added-mass coefficients of
Equation (A.2). The authors of this addendum extended the
procedure of [A.1] to account for added mass terms in carrying
out the calculations presented here.

ROTORDYNAMIC CALCULATIONS
Over the past several years, the HPOTP has experienced
excessive subsynchronous motion at a frequency associated
with a second critical speed mode shape. The zero-runningspeed undamped modes are lllustrated for the hrst and second
rotor bending modes in Figure A-2. Observe that the first critical
speed mode shape involved primarily the overhung turbine
mode with re!atively small bearing deflections. while the second
mode involved large deflections at the main impeller and large
bearing deflections. H ~ n c ethe
. first mode response Is expected
to be insensitive to impeller forces. while the second mode
would be quite sensitive.
The addendum authors recently published the result of a
rotordynamic analysis concerning subsynchronous vibraimn
problems of the HPOTP [A21 when operating at high speeds.
The rotordynamics model used in [A-21 included a structural

Figure A.2 Undamped. Zero-Running-Speed. Rotor-Housing
Modes Associated with the First and Second Rotor Criticol
Speeds.
turbine area were accounted for by a model similar to Eqsation
(A-2). except that the mass matrix was dropped. Seal coefficients were calculated based on Nelson's analysis [A-41. The
turbine cleannce excitation forces used the model of Thomas
[A-51 and Alford [A-61.
The obvious point of interest here is the influence that the
impeller coekients had on the rotordynamics characterisdcs of
the HPOTR This point is addressed by calculating the OSI
(Onset Speed of Instability) and synchronous bearing reactions
for the following impeller models:
Stiffness Coefficients only. This was the first "static-only"
data published by Chamieh. et al. [3] and was used in [A-21.
Full model, induding stiffness. damping. and addedmass coefficients.
Reduced model. obtained by dropping the added-mass
terms.
Reduced model. obtained by dropping the added-mass
tarns and the croa-coupled damping terms.
The nondimensional data for Volute A. cb = 0.092 of row 4 in
Table I are used.
Tho synchronous redctions for bearings 1 and 4 due to
rotating imbalance based on only the stiffness-matrix model for
the impellers are illustrated in Figure A-3 The bearing-reaction
response was dominated by hrst and second critical speeds at
approximately 13.500 rpm and 31.170 rpm. respectivelv. Some
smaller peaks are evident, due to housing resonances. The
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OSI for this configuration was appr~ximately30,500
The cross-coupled stiffness coefficient from the main impller was the source of the instability, and the OSI was
arbitrarily set O: the cnlculated value by adding direct damping
at the main impeller. The OS1 of 30,500 rpm was chosen to
yield agreement with field data.
Ipm.

from Figure A-4 to Figure A-5 after the mass matrix has been
dropped. From this reasoning, one could expect that dropping
both the mass matrix and the cross-coupled damping matrix
miyh! yield a simp!i$ed. but stil! wasenable, model. The syn'4 BEARING I
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Figure A.3 Calculated Bearing Reactions for Stifjness-MatrkOnly Impeller Models.
The results presented in Figure A 4 illustrate the predicted
synchronous-response characteristics including the stiffness.
damping. and added mass terms. The second critical speed was
calculated to lie at 33.060 rpm, while the predicted OSI was
greater than 55,000 rprn.
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Figure A.5 Calculated Bearing Reactions for Reduced Impeller
Models with the Mass Matrix Dropped.
chronous response prediction for this type of impeller model is
illustrated in Figure A-6. The second critical speed is predicted
to be at 32.340 cpm, which is in reasonable agreement with the
results of Figure A-6 for the complete impeller model; however.
the second critical speed is much more heavily damped and the
predicted OS1 is now in excess of 75.00 cpm. Clearly. the
proposed simplified model is inadequate.
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h u r e A.4 Calculated Bearing Reactions for Full Impeller Models Including Stiffness, Damping, and Added-Muss Matrices.

The results presented in Figure A-5 illustrate the calculated
bearing reactions if the stiffness and damping matrices are
included, but the mass matrix is dropped. The second critical
speed is seen to be heavily damped and was elevated to
approximately 39.000 rpm. For this impeller model. the OSI
m s also greater than 55.000 rpm. By comparison with figure
A4, the obvious conclusion is that the mass-matrix contribution
can not be neglected, and rotordynarnics-ana!ysis procedures
for pumps. wh:ch are nor able to account for the added-mass
matrix at impellers, should be avoided.
The cross-coupled-damping coefficients in the models of
equations (A-1) 2nd (A-2) act as "gyroscopic-sEffeningn elements to raise the rotor's critical speed. and the Cal-Tech crosscoupled dzrnping coefficients are relatively high. The direct
mass coefficients tend to compensate for the cross-coupled
damping coefficients in depressing the rotor cr~ticalspeeds, end
this explam the sharp elevation of the second critical speed
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Figure A.6 Calculated Bearing Reactionsfor a Reduced lrnpeller Model Including the StiffnessMatrix and the Direct-Damping

Cosfjicients.

CONCLUSIONS
The sample calculations presented herein support the following conclusions:
(a) Impeller-diffuser forces have a very significant impact
on the calculated rotordynamic characteristics of pumps, particularly with respect to dampifig and stability
(b) The complete model for the impeller. specifically including the mass terms, must be included in rotordynamic
calculations to achieve reasonable results.
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